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              Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Education for  

            

            From professionals, individuals, and students, the American Crypto Academy makes cryptocurrency and blockchain easy.

            Get Started
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          EXPERT INSTRUCTORS

          Designed to help you on the path from Web2 to Web3, we plan to make learning about crypto fun, easy, and rewarding.
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          COMMUNITY RESOURCES

          Join our community and get early access to our Learn to Earn cryptocurrency and blockchain game.
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          PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

          While you enjoy our crypto education resources, sign up to get early access to our Learn to Earn game!

        

      

    

    
      
        Gamified Learn-to-Earn Community
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        World's 1st EDU Credential Oracle
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        Professional Pathway To Web 3
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                Explore Short Courses

                
                  Learn about the crypto and get rewarded with LEARN tokens. Join us and explore the possibilities!
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                Explore Courses

                
                  Explore a variety of courses on cryptocurrencies created by our experts and obtain an NFT certificate!
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                Access Resources

                
                  Gain access to a wide range of resources curated by professionals, including market reports, books, short courses, and more!
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                Read Blogs

                
                  Read blogs that provide you with market insights, the latest news, and the best crypto content!
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          #LEARNcrypto NFT Mint

          #LEARNcrypto is a 10k NFT collection, that provides holders with permanent PREMIUM membership to the American Crypto Academy.

          Mint Now
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          People Love Our Crypto Courses
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                      Great course! Broke down a complicated subject to a level I could understand.

                      Darek L, CEO
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                      This was a really good overview and I left with a deeper understanding. Thank you!

                      Cambra S, CFO
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                      [This cryptocurrency course] was one of the best CPA Academy sessions I’ve ever attended!

                      Jamie M, CPA

                    

                  

                

              

              
                

              

              
                

              

              

            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
              
                WE CAN’T WAIT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

                We specialize in training professionals from all industries, including Financial Advisors, CPAs, CFAs, Broker-Dealers, Wire Houses, Banks, Compliance Offers, Real Estate, Law, Medical and more, on cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. Learn how it applies to your industry today.

                Contact Us
              

              
                Subscribe to our news letter

              

            

            
              Thank you! Your submission has been received!

            

            
              Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.

            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        The American Crypto Academy LLC is a division of Sarson Funds, Inc. Sarson Funds Inc is third party marketing company and does not manage assets or provide investment advice. All investment products advertised by or referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their respective owners and are offered under Regulation D by their respective issuers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all investments are available to accredited and qualified investors only. All prospective clients must satisfactorily complete investor eligibility and anti-money laundering screening before being referred to any investment sponsor. The official terms and objectives of any strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents, including but not limited to its private placement memorandum, limited partnership agreement and subscription agreement and if applicable, the Options Disclosure Document available below. These documents must be read thoroughly prior to investing: https://www.theocc.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp.It should not be assumed that information displayed online accurately reflects the current portfolio positioning or investment strategy of any portfolio that any investment sponsor currently manages or managed. Details as to specific investment strategies can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering documents. Any historical returns, expected returns, or projections may not reflect actual future performance.By using our website or the website of any of our investment managers, you accept our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
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